In the current study, using methods of signal processing to manage gene prediction has attracted great attention. At first, the voss mapping which can map the DNA alphabetic sequence into the numerical sequence and the 3-base periodicity of exon are introduced. Then a fixed-length sliding window approach and its feasibility are analyzed. It can be proved that when two exons are very close, gene prediction by only setting a threshold to the spectrum could not have good effect. To overcome this shortcoming, a new method based on one-dimensional image segmentation is proposed. Finally, simulation shows the short introns are culled commendably. Two evaluation indices are also introduced to demonstrate the effectiveness of this method.
Introduction
With a massive genomic data obtained after the accomplishment of the Human Genome Project, processing these data becomes more and more important. How to distinguish the coding sequence (i.e. exon) in a given DNA strand, also known as gene prediction, is an unsolved but the most basic and primary problem in bioinformatics.
One methodology for gene prediction is based on statistics [1] . However, statistical forecasting methods usually need plenty of DNA sequences (their code area have already been detected) as a training data set to determine the model parameters and thereby improve the accuracy of prediction. But if there is lack of information about gene, the accuracy of gene prediction would be significantly decreased. Therefore, discovering gene coding regions by methods of signal processing has attracted great attention [2] [3] in current study. Some researchers have proposed some algorithms to detect exons already. There are two most commonly used algorithms based on 3-base periodicity. One is a fixed-length sliding window approach [4] [5] . The other is a recognition method based on computing SNR (Signal-to-Noise Ratio) of the stepwise DNA segments of the target DNA sequences [6] . Due to the impact of the random noise in the DNA sequences, it is difficult to precisely locate the coding regions and set the two endpoints of the interval simply by setting a threshold of SNR to the spectrum curve.
In this paper, we use a series of measure of signal processing, such as FIR (Finite Impulse Response) [7] and image segmentation [8] , to refine two endpoints of the coding regions. Two Evaluation Indices [9] [10] are introduced to measure the effectiveness and simulation results are given.
Numerical Mapping
In the study of DNA sequence, we should first mapping these alphabetic sequences which is a combination of four kind of nucleotides (A, T, C, G) to corresponding numerical sequences according to some certain rules. Then the digital signal processing could be made with these numerical sequences. Let
Any DNA sequence whose length is N could be represented by:
which is so called Voss mapping [11] [12] . For example, supposing a given DNA fragment S = 'ATCGTACTG', the four corresponding 0-1 sequences are generated respectively:
Thus the four numerical sequences are called the binary indicator sequence of a DNA strand. They are converted into frequency signal by DFT (Discrete Fourier Transform) to study the characteristics of exon. 
Then four complex sequences can be obtained. Calculate the power spectrum of each complex sequences, and add up them to get the power spectrum of the DNA strand.
The power spectrums of the exon and intron in the same DNA strand usually exhibit different characteristics. At the frequency of 3 / N k = , it has a spectral peak in the power spectrum of exon, whereas the power spectrum of intron doesn't have such peak value. This statistical phenomenon is called 3-base periodicity [4] [13] [14] .
Analysis of Algorithm

A. Sliding Window Approach and the Feasibility
The discovery of the 3-base periodicity of exon enables us to forecast and locate the coding regions in a DNA sequence that hasn't annotated before. Some researchers have proposed some algorithms to detect the exon already. There are two most commonly used algorithm based on 3base periodicity. The more typical one is a fixed-length sliding window approach [4] [5] .
We choose M (usually a multiple of 3, for example, M=99, 129, 255, 513, etc.) as the length of the window. To any n (
), do DFT (7) to the indicator sequences from the segment (8) whose length is M and the middle point is n.
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Then all the values at the frequency of 3 / M can be obtained as
And then get the corresponding curve as a "spectrum", as in Fig. 1 . These red horizontal lines in the figure are the real intervals of exons in the DNA sequence. Obviously, the peak regions in the curve have a "Corresponding Relationship" with the intervals of coding regions. To determine these intervals, the common method is to set a proper threshold of SNR to the spectrum curve. Then those regions that higher than the threshold could be obtained as the coding regions. However, this method is inadequate because not all the points in these regions are the coding regions. There are some troughs in these regions, which, in theory, should not be considered as the coding regions because they don't obey the 3-base periodicity. Thus, in this paper, we proposed that eliminating those troughs and refining the two endpoints of the coding regions could be done based on first determine coding regions by the threshold.
To demonstrate the rationality and effectiveness of the fixed-length sliding window approach, the ideal periodic sequence is constructed. It is made up with ideal 3-Periodic subsequences and ideal 4-Periodic subsequences alternately. Ideal 3-Periodic subsequences are presumed as exons and ideal 4-Periodic subsequences are presumed as introns. As Fig. 2 shows, the spectrum of the sequence is obtained using the fixed-length sliding window approach.
As Fig. 2 , the points at the steep slope are the boundary point of exon and intron. When two exons are very close, like the second one and the third one, we wouldn't detect the intron between them only by setting a threshold. It is also showed in Fig. 2 that the spectral value of the latter exons is very low comparing with the former ones. That is to say the length of the window would strongly affect the effectiveness of detecting the shorter exons. Figure 1 .
The spectrum using the fixedlength sliding window approach (homo mitochondrial gene, NC_012920_1)
Spectrum of ideal sequence (the length of the window is 255)
B. Image Segmentation
With previous analysis, the key to predict the coding regions is to find the steep slope in the spectrum to determine the endpoints. Therefore the algorithm of image segmentation is used in this paper.
In the theory of image segmentation [8] , the gradient of an image ) , ( y x h is defined as the vector
This vector has the important geometrical property that it points in the direction of the greatest rate of change of h at location ) , ( y x .
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The magnitude of vector h ∇ , denoted as
is the value of the rate of change in the direction of the gradient vector.
Obtaining the gradient of an image requires computing the partial derivatives x h ∂ ∂ / and y h ∂ ∂ / at every pixel location in the image. The simplest digital approximations to the partial derivatives in 5 z (as in Fig. 3 ) using masks of size 3 3× are called the Sobel operators, as (12) , (13) and Fig. 3 .
The problem in this paper is just one-dimensional image segmentation, so only the horizontal mask is needed.
C. Two Evaluation Indices
At the nucleotide level, the accuracy can be measured by comparing predicted and real exons. As in Fig. 4 , TP (the true positive), TN (the true negative), FN (the false negative) and FP (the false positive) are used to represent the relationship between the predicted and real exons.
To measure the accuracy of the prediction, we often use CC (Correlation Coefficient) and AC (Approximate Correlation). They are obtained as (14) (15) and (16).
CC could measure the linearity between the real sequence and the predicted sequence, while AC represents the level of sensitivity and specificity. That is the difference between them in statistical sense [9] Comparison of reality and prediction on nucleotide level ) )( )( ) (  (  FN  TN  FP  TP  FP  TN  FN  TP   FN  FP  TN  TP 
Implementation of Algorithm
Step 1: First gets the spectrum using sliding window approach from the unknown DNA sequence. Then filter the waveform by FIR to make it smoother and do the corresponding phase correction. After getting the new spectrum curve, set a threshold to it based on the length of the window. Reject the point below the threshold and then N initial intervals of exon are obtained, as (17).
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They are satisfies
where L is the length of the unknown DNA sequence.
Step 2: Do the one-dimensional edge detection using Sobel operator to the waveform obtained in
Step 1 and get a series of edge point, as in Fig. 5 . Intuitively, these points show the greatest rate of change in the curve.
Step 3: To every interval
obtained in step 1, further optimization should be done. First identify these edge points at interval i U are steep positive edge or negative edge and make them correspondingly labeled. Then get a series of subintervals as valley regions in i U based on the matching relationship between the steep positive edge and negative edge. After culling these subintervals (as introns) we get m endpoints of exon in i U , as (20 
Step 4: Refine the endpoints obtained in step 3. After Statistical Analysis on massive known DNA strand, the regions of intron always start with 'GT' and end up with 'AG'. So we could refine the endpoints of exon according to this characteristic. Finally we get the refined intervals of exon, as in Fig. 6 and Table 1 . Intuitively, those valley regions are detected and culled as introns commendably.
Use the two evaluation indices, AC and CC, to measure the accuracy of this prediction. They are calculated as: The simulation indicates that the proposed method is useful for gene prediction and has better predictive results. Figure 5 .
Edge detection to the spectrum (homo mitochondrial gene, NC_012920_1) Figure 6 . The final result of prediction (homo mitochondrial gene, NC_012920_1)
TABLE I. The Endpoints of The Predicted and Real Exons
Conclusions
In this paper, a new method based on 3-base periodicity is proposed to manage gene prediction. First a fixed-length sliding window approach is introduced. However, when two exons are very close, prediction by only setting a threshold could not be very effective because it would have some valley regions in the predicted exon and those valley regions must be detected and culled as introns. To overcome this shortcoming, the one-dimensional image segmentation and a series of measure of signal processing are used and finally those short introns are culled commendably. Two evaluation indices are also introduced to demonstrate the effectiveness of this method. However, through the analysis of this method, the length of the window would strongly affect the effectiveness of 
